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The Berkeley Beacon

The
Evolution
of
Expression
is
a
method
of growth.
There
can
be
no
evolution
without
expression;
in
order
to
grow;
you
must express yourself.
Dr.
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Complaints Recently Made
Concerning E. C. Decorum
PRESIDENT’S

OFFICE

A

recent notice from the office of
the President told Emerson students
that frequent complaints. have been
received from outsiders and college
members concerning the decorum and
appearance of the student body. The
notice read in part:
“Frequent complaints from outsiders as well as members of the

the decorum

and

appearance of the students of Emerson College, make it necessary to
remind all members of the college
that each one is expected to dress

and conduct himself in a manner becoming

an

Emersonian.”

SLACKS NOTED

OUTSIDERS

COMPLAINTS

All members of the Berkeley Beacon will be expected to be present
in Room 113 at 2:00 p. m,, on Friday, April 23rd, when election of the
new Editor-in-Chief of the college
newspaper will be acted upon.
Only members
of the Berkeley

and

Beacon or the Press Club may be al-to vote.
Members: be there!

Post

To Preview
Frat Show

13

STAFF

OF ‘“YOU’RE

finances.

The large eubisie danced to the
orchestra of Phil Cooper, one of the
nation’s
leading
guitarists.
Later,
they were privileged to witness the
coronation of Ruth Roblin, as Prom
Queen, by Pat Koltonski and Nancy
Metcalf.
Barbara Arnold, last year’s
Junior Prom Queen, conceded the
honors.
Guests were received by Mr. Steinkraus, class adviser; Mr. and Mrs.
Shaw, Miss Riddle, Miss Anne MacDougall, Dean of Women; Mr. and
Mrs. Green and Lloyd Sherman, Class
President, and Miss Tracy Lunt.

Cafeteria
New

Installs

Price

Policy

The college cafeteria, located in
Building 126, has undertaken a new

policy which should aid all students
financially.
Having
established
a
three dollar value ticket book for the
students’ convenience early last semester, the Tip-Top Caterers have
now reduced the price of this book
to $2.75, with the value of it still

remaining at three dollars.
pected

that

many

students

It is exwill take

‘advantage of this new offer.
A halberd
consisting of

is an ancient weapon
a long staff to which

- an ax with a broad, sharp blade and
a

Methods

Simplified

Em
er

gramming, while Francis Flarety did —
an able job handling and disbursing

spearlike point was

fastened.

by

Vets

Office

Veterans Administration today simplified the method of allowing World
War II veterans training under the
GI Bill to change their educational or
vocational goals.
Veterans studying in public high
schools and colleges no longer will
need prior approval of VA before
changing their courses within the institutions.
These changes now may
be approved by the schools.
Veterans enrolled in those schools

and job establishments not authorized
to approve

course

tinue to ask VA

changes

will

con-

for approval before

they may change their courses.
However, for those doing satisfactory work in their training, counselling by VA will not be required
before their requests may be approved.
VA’s Education and Training sections now may grant this ap-

proval on the merits of each application.

CRITIC’”’

President. Emeritus Ross _

Honored At Apr. 6 Recital

ALUMNI CLUBS IN LARGE EASTERN CITIES VISITED BY PRESIDENT GREEN
President-Emeritus Harry Seymour
Ross’ eightieth birthday took place
on Monday, April 5. Because he
had expressed the desire to hear Miss
Anne Doris MacDougall give her
Convocation program (fifth in the
Southwick-Artists-Recital ‘series)
of
readings from the poems of Robert
Burns, he was guest of honor at that
Mrs. Lucile Barrow Turner, former
April 6 Convocation. After the restudent at Emerson and the New Engcital by Miss MacDougall,
thirtyland Conservatory of Music, recently
five invited guests had luncheon at
was star soloist at the Jackson,
the main dormitory for women, 373
Mississippi,
symphony.
She
is a
Commonwealth Avenue.
singer of Negro spirituals and songs
President Green left the college
and is a well known figure in the
on Thursday, April 8, for an exfields of art and entertainment.
tended trip during which he met with
Leaving Emerson she auditioned
three Emerson College Alumni Clubs,

Former Student
Star Soloist

so
n

and Jane Young on tickets and pro-

THE

We have received numerous requests from students regarding identification
“You're the Critic.”
of the members
of Emerson’s
most popular radio show,
Herewith, we take you behind the scenes and picture the men who make this
program possible.
Back row, left to right: Ted Sanella, ‘Production;
Larry Marshall, Music;
Arrangers
and
Announcers;
John
Dick
Woodies,
Bob Mack,
Ray Alexander,
Seated:
Anne Jeffreys, recent guest star; and Perry MasStruckell, Engineer.
sey, Arranger and MC of the program.

C
ol

Termed Success

Tom Quain has been named coach
manager of Emerson’s proposed

baseball team, the first in Emerson’s

lowed

Legion

12

O’Neil, Whelan and
Stewart Hold Other
Important Positions

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
TO BE ELECTED

Prom

Held March

NUMBER

T. Quain Named As Coach
Of Initial Emerson Nine

MARY MAGOON DAY
AT EMERSON
Friday, April 23rd

Specific reference was made to the
wearing of “slacks or trousers of any
kind” as being improper attire for
women of the college.
It stated that
improperly clad students would be ©
The
Thomas
Roberts
Chapter,
refused admittance to class rooms if —
_ Post 78, Dorchester, of the American
improperly clad.
Legion, will receive a preview on
NOTHING SPECIFIC
May 5th of the Phi Alpha Tau presAs far as male students are conentation of Brother Rat which is to
(Continued on Page 4)
be shown in the Emerson College
Theater on Friday and Saturday, May
21st and 22nd.
Terry Shuman is
director of the fraternity presentation.
- Female leads in the play are held
Betty._Anne _ Tyrell,
__by
Emerson _
Alumna, Shirley Williams, Lucy Clark
and Mary Kinoin, students.
Lead
The recent Junior Prom, held on
male roles are filled by Donald Jones,
the Parker House Roof, at 8:30 P. M.,
Rod Ormandy, John Struckell, WilMatch 13th, was attended by over 600
liam Perry, and David Wiley. Mempeople.
Its success was assured by
bers of the supporting cast include
its staff among whom were Bob ConRalph Ward, George Grezebian, Guy
lon as Chairman, Walter Stelk as
Aylward, and Eldon White.
Chief Usher, Henry Gilbert, who was
The rehearsing of the play is now
in charge of the coronation cerein its final stages.
Members of Phi
mony,
Rita Kramer
and
Barbara
Alpha Tau have been readying this
Hudson on flowers, Doris Hartley
presentation since early spring.

Junior

a ee

OF

MASS.

Ar

college concerning

TELLS

BOSTON,
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FROM

1948,

le

NOTICE

20,

ch
iv
es

VOLUME

At Jackson

Symphony

and attended a Public Speaking Con-

at NBC

ference.
The three Alumni Clubs
visited were:
Thursday,
April
8—New
York
City
Friday, April 9—-Philadelphia
Monday, April
12—-Washington
(D. C.)
While in Washington, President
Green visited Catholic University.
April 15, 16 and 17 found President Green
attending the Eastern
Public Speaking Conference held in
the Hotel New Yorker.

up for a six months’ contract. Since
then she has been very active in the

A

dinner held on Friday night,
- (Continued on Page 4)

ORDER

BOOK

NOW

Requests for course changes will
be referred to VA’s Advisement and
With this issue we are distributing
Guidance sections for recommendaorder blanks for the book, The Action only when the training progress
commodating Specters, by Anthony
of the applicant is unsatisfactory.
~ R. Polcari.
Mr. Polcari is a freshSchools and establishments will _man at our school and we urge everynotify VA immediately of all course.
one to get behind a fellow student.
changes they authorize. No trainWith a little prompting, he might
ing change is to be effected before
even autograph your copy of The
the end of a term, semester, or other
Accommodating Specters.
period of instruction for which tui-.
tion has been paid.

and was immediately signed

entertainment world and has a record
album to her credit.

The album, en-

titled Blue Jeans, includes six songs
and gives an inclusive idea to the
scope of Mrs. Turner's work.
There
is an intoned prayer, a traditional
spiritual, Hammerin’, and four secular songs called Full o th’ Moon,
Crap-Shotin’ Sinner, One-Arm Tom,
and Sat’day Night.

RAFFLE NUMBERS
If you happen to hold a rafile ticket recently sponsored by the Emerson College basketball team, and
the number is 49253, 45281, or
47812, contact Bob O'Neil immediately. You may be the winner of an
excellent automatic phonograph.
If no response is had on these
numbers by Monday, April 27th, a
second drawing will be held in the
Smoker, known to some as the Nur-

history.
The
organization, as included in the plan submitted to Doctor Green, shows Emerson with’ a
team of sixteen active players and
two coaches.
Joseph Whelan
and
Willis Stewart have been named as
line coaches, although this may be a
temporary measure, and the players
will be selected from the group that
reports for the first practices.
Bob
O'Neil has been named General Man-

ager.

son College.
It is believed the group may be
able to obtain the use of Charles
Bank field, within walking distance

of the

college.

would,

in

Entire Faculty Aids
Students At Western

College in Writing
Clinic
CHENEY,

WASH.

(I.P.)—How

every member of the faculty at Eastern Washington College of Education participates actively in the improvement of a student's English is
explained by Dr. Graham M. Dressler, acting head of the division of
languages and literature.
“The Writing Clinic was estab-—
lished in 1940 as a device for insuring a continuous check on the quality
of students’ English usage, through
their college course,’ Dr. Dressler
points out.
“The original organization, which has remained unchanged
except to limit registration
to a permission basis, is as follows:
“Any instructor, in any course in
the college, who is dissatisfied with
the English used by a student in the
course, may notify the student that
credit in that course will be withheld pending a clearance from the
English department.

“The instructor notifies che English department of his action and requires the student to report to the
English department office.
Here the
student will be assigned to an instructor for diagnosis and a series of
conferences to correct his weakness in
English.
“The instructor will notify the original instructor when the student is
discharged from the English department, thereby releasing the origina:
ly withheld credits.
“This system is the only means we
have been able to devise for insuring

that a college student’s use of English will develop
fective

Bombay,

Practice

all probability, be held there, while all
regular games will be played away
from home.

his four years.

sery.
Ahmadabad is a city in
India; population 313,789.

2

The group is planning a complete
“away from home’ program, which
is being arranged by Bob O'Neil. The
equipment will be supplied by Emer-

terest

only
and

steadily throughout

It can be made

through
cooperation

the
of

active

efin-

instructors

in every division of the college.”
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DRAMA

us.
To
Ken
Kediddlehopper
our
thanks for your kind words concerning our column.
Our respect for
your literary discrimination is slight
but our approval of your friendly,

kind

Gwendolyn Gates
Howard
Heinlen
Roger
Sheehan
Samuel
Wilson
Frank
McNamara

AND

STAFF

TECHNICAL

shudder to think what fate would befall us if we had the temerity to
make an adverse criticism of an Emerson production.
Two successful shows on ae
way this winter, Command Decision

STAFF

Proot Reader...oils
ec eee
oieiele atte Ce eee a
er es ee Jim DiStefano
Layout Manager ©... Ss.30.
000. ee le tie wg Siece le cog Sune so Cerra
William Tatum
Photographers
........... ie wed t ees aie Soe os
eats CoS eae
Everett Keyes
Robert
Stevens
Spec. Business ... ~ Rie Slates SINE en ere ee Poe Sas
Se eee
George Ballard
Circulation ...0....0.0... IES
es cheese 8 oe
Ambrose Hock, Jack Tuohy

and Mr. Roberts are war plays. While

A substantial and valid argument for
such a system is easily presented.
By

the

time

a person

is in

col-

lege, he is well on the way to complete maturity.
This is particularly
true

today with such a large part of

the student body composed of veterans. These young men and women have already formed their personality characteristics and have supposedly developed initiative and a
sense of responsibility.
They have
passed the stage in which complete
guidance and set rules are necessary.
When faced with these symbols of
“youth, they are more than likely to

rebel.
We at Emerson are not treated like
adults, but rather like high school
students.
We are told just how often
we must attend classes and, perhaps
most crushing of all to our pride,

there is apparently no trust placed in
us, as is evidenced by closely proctored exams.
When a student has reached the
college level, he should be capable
of determining for himself the benefits and disadvantages of attending
classes.
To be allowed only a lim-

Dear

Sir:

,

TO

On a recent morning trip through

claim, “Gadfrey!” for their attire astonished me.
At least five of the
group were dressed in Army and Navy trousers and loafer jackets.
Two
even wore sweat shirts with tieless
Arrows.
I could have wept at this
spectacle—for what is our younger
generation coming to?
I was sure that such attire would
‘not be tolerated if these men were
to wander across one of the bridges
which separates them from Boston
_ proper.
They would have caused immediate and conclusive action on the
part of Boston’s finest.
For certainly, were these ill-clad mortals to penetrate into the sanctity of Back Bay,

be weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth everywhere.
Thankful am I that I go to a college where impeccable is the word
heeded by all.
In all sincerity,
PRIVATE

The

Juniors

MULIGAN

of Emerson

slight degree of perspective.

valuable hours.

of the emotions.

College

have chosen their class rings and the
order for them has been placed.

Lil Cobb,
Ann

It is a

subject with a wealth of material,
running the whole distraught gamut

_Very

few

A general sharactcrvie a people
as a whole appeats to be their tend-

of the

Because

aviation

graduates

by

airlines

schools in the country.

Is there any

stewardess

their honor

and

the Emerson students would undoubt-

edly respond
for and
faculty.

THE

with more

loyalty

to woe

admiration

school

and

EDITOR

The

bulletin

on

proper

attire

which most of us should by now be

absolutely familiar with, is a commendable one.
It expresses the sentiments of a majority of students who
have been dismayed over a lowering
of standards at our school which has
only occurred within the last year.

AJAX
Dear

this event

THE

WISE

HERE...

too

many

any

more.

Here

LISHMENTARIANISM.

We understand that freshman Red
Collins, who has a solid background
of French 1 and 2, whispered softly
in his date’s ear: ‘Je t’adore,’ and
got the reply, “Shut it yourself.”
Open forums are very interesting,
and they do a lot of good. We may
not see that good for a while, but
we should remember above all that
it is right when we students point

never

takes

place.

-ARTHUR’S
FLOWER SHOP

times.

We

won't

do

it

159

are some stimulating tidbits

Ave.,

Discount

there are between 300 and 350 bones
in.a bluefish.
For any newcomers,

The

Mass.

Boston

“The Finest
Flowers”

pine.
One of our scientists worked
ovettime on Friday and discovered

In

to Students

CIR.

8325

they repeat a fact from our February

ONE
.

_ We didn’t get any new infirmaries

.foom.

CON

Some

from our science department: Charlie
McCarthy’s head is made of white

on Page 4)
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Tan,
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maroon

Blue

Tan, blue,
maroon, red .
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Maroon, red,
blue, dark gray
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Bui

Red, blue,
maroon, yellow

White

,

g)

Maroon

Men

Blue

BROWN
or
fai

400

by, 1947,
ee
tie loaeest word
in the dictionary is ANTIDISEST AB-

believe it or not it’s only

Sir:

or any other improvements of note
at dear old Emerson during the Easter vacation, but we at least acquired
ourselves a new nursery in the former
smoker
site.
Congrats
to
artists
Whalen, Markham and Rozzi, who
painted the pleasant figures on the
walls.
But one thing seemed to be missing.
There are no play pens in the

and

instructors ratings have been earned
by Stephens students since 1941.

90’s dance, to be held on April 24th,

Keep up the good work and I
(Continued

than

Miss

Tennessee,

sources have also indicated that we
have mentioned the Sophomore Gay

the Department of State the necessaty passports and visas authorizing

may consider entering Emerson again
next year.

more

trails of winter slowly disappear.
But now to the business of the day.
First, a “Young Lochinvar’ to friend
Walter Stelkovis for being such a
worthy “Marshal” of the Cap and
out our difficulties but it is wrong
Gown procession.
Ed Hasset takes
to expect the administration to snap.
the “Baby Lochinvar” for some extheir fingers and “Presto!” Here are
cellent work on WECB—he does a | three infirmaries! Here is an Honor
fine interview.
System! There is an increased faculVery impressionistic: 1. Mrs. Bob
ty!
These things take time—but we
Hill’s
chocolate
cake.
2.
Those
will have them, because, after all,
freshmen who walked into our soboth the students and the adminiscial world “backwards” and made
tration are for a better—a much betsuch a terrific entrance.
3. Any
ter—Emerson College.
open forum.
4. Ann Skenian, dark
Here is a closing thought for the
eyes in a white gown.
5. Mona
day from Rita Dorfman: “The world
Hackett, una bonita muchacha.
6.
is a camera—smile please!”
Helen Ryan, just good!
—MACc.
Correction notice.
In a previous
column we led people to believe that
Rod Ormandy hates to get up in the
morning.
We
apologize
because

The student then uses his letter of

his travel to the foreign school.

hired

Georgia,

Brentwood,

laughter as she watches the melting

acceptance and his supplemental certificate as evidence in securing from

This is a step in the right direction.

positions,

been

ticketing

wings, 35 commercial ratings and 24

here it is springtime—spring, with
blue skies and light sweaters, warm
breezes and coca-cola; mother nature, enjoying the year’s brightest

‘Veteran-students who are enrolled
in American colleges during the regular school year and want to take
summer courses abroad under the
G-I Bill must meet certain requirements to qualify for such study.
The veteran first must obtain a
letter of acceptance from the VAapproved foreign school he plans to
attend.
Next, he must secure a supplemental certificate of eligibility from
his VA regional office.

treated like adults,

have

in

Miss

a month or so until school’s out, and

CALLING ALL VETERANS...

valid reason why Emerson should
not progress? Put
completely
on

the

York,

New

LaGrange,

Hines,

NO STRAIN

phases of the late global wat have
been touched.
But those few have
ency to evade arbitrary laws. This
been decidedly over-played. Deliver
desire “to put one over” on suspicious
us from any more preachments on
teachers often crops out among re“No atheists in Foxholes,’ rehabili-sentful students.
Many of these same
tation problems, or sentimental flagpeople put on their honor would
waving epics.
There is still a mulnever dream of cheating.
Distrust
titude of human drama which tfedoes not breed respect or honesty in
mains untold.
return.
Those students with no perNote to Mrs. Standish and memsonal pride whatsoever will cheat
bers of Creative Writing class: We
whether
or not
they are
being
are trying to sell Tallulah Bankhead
watched.
A larger percentage, howon the idea of doing “A Love for
ever, feeling themselves trusted, would
April,” with Dame May Whitty and
rally to uphold this trust.
‘Gregory Peck.
We feel this would
More and more colleges today are
do much to elevate the moral tone
adopting
honor
systems.
Perhaps | of the American Theater.
the best example is Chicago Univer(M. W.)sity, one of the most highly rated

Dear Sir:

Cambridge, I happened to notice a
group of male Harvard students making their way laboriously to morning
classes.
I could not help but ex-

there would

show it and he would suffer

accordingly.
On the other hand, the
many students who would use this
privilege judiciously would gain in-—

Em

LETTERS

would

Bridge,

and
Miss
Lila
Fletcher,
Piedmont, California.
Stephens girls have flown six million air miles without one serious
accident.
More than 300 Stephens

Klenke

Ar

system at Emerson is now being voiced
by a large part of the student body.

-Palantine

ol
le
ge

honor

C

for a complete

on

demand

ited number of cuts is rather ridiculous.
If a student did abuse the
privilege of unlimited cuts, his work

er
s

A

MR. WILLIAM H. KLENKE, JR.,
General Sales Manager, Stinson Division, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
Corporation, discusses the bright future in personal aviation, for coeds
who
fly, with members
of the
Stephens College Aviation Club.
Left to right—Miss Marilyn Foster,

we have no desire to see either stage
or screen feature a rush of war plays
we feel that it is time for some mature and intelligent dramas based on
the war.
During the war there were
many hysterical, sentimental, overstated plays which were bad propaganda rather than legitimate drama.
Now the war can be viewed with a

EDITORIAL
Honor System

spirit is high.

We
have been attacked on all
sides for daring to suggest that Hollywood
occasionally falls short of
perfection
in
its endeavors. We

Fred Jackson
BUSINESS
STAFF
Business Manager
...............0000Don Roberts
Advertising Managers .................
ye
Rita Dorfman, Chet Collier
Promotion
Manager
.................. See ee wee he ee wre ween cee Alden Robinson
ADVERTISING
STAFF
Cleo Nash
Ellen Goldberg
Barbara Hammond

BUSINESS

in Personal Aviation

fit to inflict bodily injury on us for

ve
s

LITERARY

McKee

| Coeds’ Future Bright

ch
i

Jean

...

a rather frivolous and public reply
to his letter on Hollywood. In fact,
he has not even revealed himself to

COLUMNISTS
Drama Potpourri ............. Sie
tale oes Aes i Pee
eae ee Ps Malcom White
SDOLUS SUS
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esd
ee ee a
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ey
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ee
a
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NowStrain: Here...
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ee Gach ee ee ee
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On =the Side 2. oo
2c a
es oe ee,
Gloria Greenstien
Student Spotiight.
300.000.
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Bill Szathmary
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ee
Bill Munroe
Oficial NewS
3. oe oe
ag Sa
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ee
Barbara Hammond
REPORTERS
Franc Skirball
Bob Silverman
Marilyn Selig
John
Struckell
Bill Wilson
Eleanor Davis

..

this month—truthful because it’s so
much simpler and easier—grateful
because “Batch” Reeves has not seen

Founded February 1, 1947, as a bi-weekly newspaper of Emerson College,
owned and controlled by the student body.
Member of the “Intercollegiate
Press.”’
EDITORIAL
STAFF
HditorsinaChief
73%. . aancio. oak Bee es Sree a oars a Geet tebe ne 6 cpaul. B. Mundt
Associate Hditor ®:.0 012.5003
tae
Sed OCR IS
Oe | Fees ee Tom Fitzpatrick
Managing Editor
...... Me ee shod Pe Bars gee Tee Ee. Veuases sees Jack Raleigh’
Literary FACOE
ieee
tae Ss Arne le Fs ee hnilc seb
oe gare Geen meas Lisa Goldstein

Bill Williams
Ronald Clarke
Allen Belknap
Beatrice Coulouris
Ellen Ades

POTPOURRI ..

‘We will be truthful and grateful

Blue

Maroon, red
blue, yellow

Gray

Maroon,
blue

red

Tan,

orown,

maroon,

navy

Brown

I

:

————

Literary Section —

“keep off the grass” signs. When he
was through I started once more to-

wards
that

it might end up in a fight.

eat his lunch, and I guess this didn’t
help his popularity either. Nevertheless, there wasn’t a guy in the place
that would not admit that Bill was a
good worker because he was about
the best.
Every noontime when his
lunch was over he’d go out somewhere and it didn’t matter what the
weather was.
Nobody knew where
he went, but nobody cared either.
Well, I wasn’t any different than
the other fellows and Bill hardly said
anything to me, too, till one day
something happened that broke the
ice.
It seemed that Bill was having
quite an argument with one of the
drivers about signing for a broken
package and it looked to me as though

SAVE!
Eat

SAVE!
at Your

SAVE!

School’s

CAFETERIA
Milk

Coffee

Sandwiches

Candy
Located

in Building

126

so

was

the

“You must like her a lot.”
“More than life, Mike. Nothing
could keep us apart.”
I thought nothing more of the incident till one day the weather was
quite warm and I decided to go
through the park which wasn’t far

from

work.

I was

there for about

a half hour and was on the way back
headed for work when who should I
see getting up from the bench along
the path but Bill.
He was alone so
I hurried and caught up with him.
“What's the matter, did your girl
stand you up?”
"Oh hi, eNick:.
No, ‘she “didnt.
Fact is, I just left her.”
“Who you kidding?” I said, “I
just saw you sitting on the bench

back there all by yourself.”
Then he told me a story that made
my hair stand on end.
It seemed
that Bill loved a girl named Mary,
and from what he said they were
very much in love.
Each afternoon
Mary and Bill would meet in the
park next to the bench that I saw
Bill getting up from.
One day Mary
didn’t meet Bill; she never again met
him there for she was killed by a car
on the way to work.
After that
Bill used to go out walking; he didn’t
know why but he felt better when
he did this, than when he sat around
thinking.
One day he was out walking when he suddenly found himself

next to the bench

by

a car

just

outside

her remember

and

for the first

time he noticed something that was
never there before—a rose bush, and
roses were Mary's favorite flowers.
Then it seemed that he heard Mary
talking, Mary saying:
,
“TH always be here waiting for
you, Bill, till the day we're together—
remember, Bill, I'll always be here.”
Of course, right then and there I
figured the shock of Mary’s death
was making Bill a bit off, but like I
said he was my friend so I kept the
story to myself. .
A few days later the incident was
entirely out of my mind.
I decided
to go out and eat my lunch at the
diner across from the park so I didn’t
eat with Bill by the chute.
Walking
through the park on the way back
from lunch I noticed that Bill was
sitting at the same spot, only this
time he wasn’t alone; he was with a
girl and from what I could see she
was very beautiful.
Bill saw me
coming and waved, so I decided to
drop over and say hello.
I started
towards him, and was cutting across
the grass, when one of the park officers stopped me and gave me a lecture about being able to read the

For the Finest in
Pharmaceutical

Corner Mass, Ave.
Beacon Street

and

summer

eve-

she planned this party with only him
in mind?
By eight o'clock every girl had arrived.
They shone like cellophanewrapped gifts, with new dresses, new
lipsticks and permanent waves. Under their loud chatter there was a
current of anticipation and _ excitement.
At
eight-thirty
the
boys
came.
All together in a tight little
group,
strangely
shy
and _ quiet.
Slicked
hair,
neckties
and
suits.
Strangers who said ‘Happy Birthday,
Ellen,”
and
gave
her
carefully
wrapped presents.
Ellen played the dutiful hostess but
she saw only Tommy. He alone wore
dungarees and a sport shirt. With a
tiny pang, she realized that he hadn’t
brought anything.
But she angrily

stifled

the

feeling)

He

was

here,

younger
good

and

ya

know I

sorta

felt

myself.

POEM
By BILL MCCART
Don’t offer me Heaven.
Don’t threaten me with Hell.
It is enough that I love God,
And know Him as I do.
No greater lesson can I learn
Than that which He has taught me.
I learned it well—I had no choice—
And knowing, would not want one.
Wherefore this
;
in you?

lack

of trust

WINTER
STORM
by PEGGY PAULSEN
With diabolical precision
Nature struck the trees
With winter storm,
As if to vent some anger
On an errant world.
In terrified amazement
Each living thing
Became an ice clad mummy,
And tender limbs bowed down
In dumb servility.
A crash that ripped the air
Drew me to the window,
And before my eyes, the

I find

Are you uninformed? Then hear your
heart.

It shrieks

the

truth

like

winds

of

Match,
:
That sweep away dead winter,
And make a tidy earth for spring.

Street lamps died;
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The work of man succumbed
This was no battle fought
On even terms,
For Nature held the initiative

Boston
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They all sat on the floor, cross-legged,
well-fed, and silently thrilled by this
first adventure in sex.
Margy had to
kiss Bill.
Her new lipstick, “Alluring Red,” left a big smudge on his
face.
Everyone
laughed
and
Bill
looked sheepish.
The bottle spun

faster.

Even

From

the start.

Her weapons, although few, sufficed,
For in the Master’s hand
One raindrop can become
Cold treachery.
Man had only courage on his side
And snow plows could not cope
With ice, that fell

BOOK
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dark.”

at

CLEARING
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turn

:

to his.

Her

its axis and

heard

small

world

dropped

fell from

into space.

She

her heart beating louder and

louder.
Tommy kissed her again.
The party ended at twelve when
her parents returned.
There were
“goodby’s,” and “thank you's,’ and
“see you tomorrow’s.”
Tommy squeezed her hand for an
instant as he left.
Heart still beating strongly, Ellen smiled at her
new year proudly, confidently.

As rain, but crystallized
On every street and walk.
A parasite was no more tenuous
Than this which paralyzed
So cruelly.
Unwilling monuments
to the destruction
Of a storm,
The trees tried proudly
To withstand the heavy, icy burden.
Yet cracking, falling branches
Told their tale,

And torn and broken limbs lay frozen
In an open grave upon the snow.
Great icicles clawed a hold
On every eave
And dared a man to walk
Within the shadow of
Their kind of death.
Wind screamed a victory to
The prisoner Earth,
Enjoying interminable hours
Of glory.
Yet, ironically enough,
The world displayed a beauty
Summer splendor
Could not match.
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Tommy's

“Yes, yes,’ everyone shouted now.
Ellen couldn’t speak.
“Well,
birthday
girl?”
Tommy
smiled down at her.
She followed
him wordlessly from the partyish
sun-porch into the living room.
The living room, so familiar, was
strange to her now.
In the inky
blackness she knew exactly where
each piece of furniture stood, yet she
stumbled helplessly.
Tommy put his
arm around her and lifted her face

HOUSE
Mass.

before

came, Ellen sensed it.
Her heart began to beat steadily in her throat.
The palms of her hands were moist
and she had to swallow before she
could
laugh.
Tommy,
however,
kissed Bette Allen briefly and impersonally—his eyes fixed on the ceiling.
Then he gave the bottle a savage twist and the long neck pointed
straight at Ellen.
“Hey;’
yelled Buzz.
“Hey, the
birthday-girl has to be kissed in the

wasn't
he?
And _ everything
was
wonderful.
At first there was much stilted conversation
about
school
and_
the
weather and then came the ease of
knowing that Ellen’s parents had
*
*
*
*
gone to the movies.
They began to
laugh more loudly and danced awkThe smell of smoke became strongwardly to the music of the new vicef.
'
trola.
Ellen and Margie brought in
“Oh dear, the roast!” Ellen rushed
green
ice
cream.
Everyone
sang
to the stove and salvaged the seared
“Happy Birthday” and after Ellen had _ meat.
ahe-front dogr banged
blown out the candles on the cake,
Tom looked in briefly. “I can’t eat
she began to unwrap her presents. “I
here.
Meeting Jim—business. Sormust
be terribly ungrateful,’
she
ry.’
He was already upstairs.
thought.
“‘All these lovely gifts and
Ellen stood by the window and
I keep wondering why Tommy Atlee
looked impersonally at the pine trees.
didn’t—.” She began to rationalize.
The small one looked wilted.
She'd
“Of course, he’s spent all his allowcall a gardener.
It was growing
ance—after all!” She danced with
dark.
“The birthday girl has to be
Buzz.
kissed in the dark.”
She reached
Over in a corner of the sun porch,
out and turned on the light.

Supplies...

THE
MILLER DRUG
CO.

another

ning, years ago, filled with the scent
of pine trees and birthday-cake-candle
smoke.
She was fourteen and had
invited boys to her party.
She had
had birthday parties for years, but
they'd always been girl affairs. And
tonight Tommy was coming. That
is, he'd grinned and said, “Well, who
else is coming?” when she'd asked
him.
And then, “We'll see what
happens.”
But somehow she knew
he would—he must come.
Hadn't

the

store.”
I didn’t say anything, because I
knew that they wouldn’t believe what
I saw.
I saw Bill a half hour after
he was supposed to be dead.
I don’t
even remember walking to the station and buying a ticket.
All I
know is that the next day I was
walking through the streets of New
York.
I tried to forget what happened; I tried to figure out a solution but I couldn’t.
Then I remembered something and I knew I had to
return to the park to find out if I was
right.
The next day I came back here
and went to the park as I had planned,
and that’s when I found that my
hunch was right.
There wasn't a
rose bush next to the bench any more
—no, there were two, side by side.
Well, that’s the story he told me.
I didn’t tell him he was nuts, and I
didn’t laugh at him.
No, I told him
that there were some things that
couldn’t be explained, and maybe love
was one thing that could never die.
He looked at me and said “thanks”
and then he left.
Ya know, as he
walked out he seemed an awful lot

GOLDSTEIN

ch
iv
es

“Uh huh.”

hit

LIsA

Ellen put the roast in the oven,
then walked to the window. Looking
at the trees in the back yard made

I got there all the boys were huddled
that Bill being a little fellow would
around the ‘boss’ desk and _ there
take a beating so I stepped in on the
wasn't a soul working.
I figured that
argument.
The
driver didn’t feel
maybe there was a meeting going on
like arguing with someone his size I
so I joined the group, and that was
guess, because he picked up his packwhen I noticed Bill wasn’t around.
age and left.
From then on Bill
I asked one of the boys if he’d seen
and I became good friends, and at
him but he didn’t answer; the other
noontime I’d eat my dinner with him
~ guys didn’t answer either but they
by the chute.
One day we had just
all looked at me and then at each
finished eating when Bill put on his
other.
That's when the boss spoke
coat to go out as usual, and as I noup:
ticed it was raining I said:
“For God’s sake, Nick, don’t you
“You aren't going out in this
know?”
weather, are you?”
“Know what?”
“A little rain won't hurt me.”
“Bill’s dead.
He was killed five
“Must be really important.
A girl
minutes after you left for lunch. He
maybe?”

got

Bill Eggerly began “Spin the Bottle.”

BIRTHDAY”

Ar

Me, I’ve seen a lot of guys and I’ve
met a lot of people since I started
working in this place.
Yep, in this
bartender racket ya get ta see and
hear a lot, but in all the time I’ve
been here I never met up with a
guy like the one that came in here
this afternoon.
I don’t know who
he is ‘cause I ain't never seen him
before and I’m pretty sure I ain't
gonna see him again, but I know
that I'll never forget the story he told
me.
Ya want to hear it?
Okay,
I'll tell ya.
Here, have a beer. Naw,
this one’s on the house, keep the
money.
Well, like I was saying,
business is kinda slow this afternoon
when in walks this guy.
He aint
dressed too hot; his clothes are kinda
worn out and there ain’t a crease in
them except where there shouldn't
He looks like he ain't slept
be any.
in a hell of a long time.
It don't
make no difference to me how he
looks as long as he can pay for his
drinks, so when he puts down a
dime and asks for a beer, I give it to
Then all of a sudden like, he
him.
turns to me and says:
“Do you believe in ghosts, Joe?”
I guess I looked at him kinda funny ‘cause he don’t give me no time
to answer and just keeps talking.
‘Yeah, you think I’m nuts.I guess.
Well, maybe I am, but that’s what I
want to know.
You've got to give
me an answer.”
“Well, maybe there is and maybe
there ain’t,’ I says, “I ain't never
given it much thought.”
“Look, Joe, will you let me tell
you a story?
Honest, it isn't very
long.”
Well, it isn’t too busy so I tells
I listen toa tot
him to go-ahead.
of guys and one more aint gonna
make much difference, and so this
is what he tells me:
A couple of years ago I got a job
over at Stengel’s working as a shipThat’s the store near the
ping clerk.
National Bank on Cobley Street. It
was there that I met Bill and it was
there that all the trouble started.
Bill was a shipping clerk just like
I was, only he was in charge of the
chute where the incoming freight
came in, and while he only signed
for the goods I had to lug them away
to the departments.
All the boys
called him “Gabby” because he was
a quiet type of fellow and never said
a word except when he had to. When
lunchtime would come around, Bill
would sit by the chute by himself and
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Arena Style Browning Play
In Two Performances Today

Bursting
atmosphere

something
by

performance,
was

Dane’s Defense, shown in the theater
on March 16, 18 and 19.
COMPLAINTS
- (Continued from Page 1)
cerned, nothing specific was noted.
The notice stated: “Men are expected
to be dressed in such a way that they
will not be conspicuous on the streets
of the city.”
The practice of gum

chewing was noted along with childas being equally

TO BE REPORTED

cen-

_

ers are to be reported by name to the
President's office.”
MINORITY INVOLVED
The notice concluded with: “It is
my sincere belief that the good name
of Emerson College is being jeop-

ardized by the thoughtless activity of
a minority of our students.
I anticipate no difficulty in returning quickly to our former standard of good
conduct.”
Ed. Note: For conflicting student
opinion, read: Letters to the Editor.

PRESIDENT
(Continued

ROSS
from Page

An unassuming sense of humor,
added to versatility and perfection,
are
combined
in Malcolm
Place
White.
;
A man of varied activities and
abilities, Malcolm has had a hand in
almost everything from genealogical
research
to composing
advertising
copy.
His adeptness at writing is
tempered
by
his
realization
that
there’s money in writing, but it all
depends on how generous are the
people for whom you write. However, those who have been fortunate
enough to hear or read the fine products of his pen know that he is his
own worst critic—a man now seems
to find modesty the best policy.
As a member of Little Theater

groups,

The notice continued:
“Women
offenders are to be reported by name.
to Miss MacDougall’s office.
Any
student dismissed from class for improper dress or conduct will not be
excused by the cut committee for an
absence thus occurred.
Men offend-

1)

April 2, at the Hotel Sheraton in
Springfield marked the opening of
the Second English Conference sponsored by Springfield College.
(The
initiator of these Conferences is an
Emerson
alumnus, Dr. George E.
Brooks, class of 1927.) ° President
Green was one of four speakers who
conducted a Round Table Discussion on the subject “How Can English Departments Do A Better Job?”
The Conference concluded with a
Saturday luncheon.

B. H.

Malcolm

act plays,

wrote

in which

five

he played

and

tasteful and, to the educated ear, did
not seem too loud.

tion moved

The rhythm sec-

with a remarkable

beat

and the sax section played with a
tone peculiar to no other orchestra.

The highlight of the first section of

leads

and “interfered with the directing.”
The last play, Candle Against the
Wind.
was
produced
during
the
same season as Anderson’s Candle in
the Wind, and says Malcolm, “the
former caused no competition to the
latter.”
There followed a happy association with the 12th Air Force as
a photographer on a “world tour.”
Malcolm clicked in New Zealand,
Australia,
India,
Egypt,
Tunisia,
Sicily, Malta, Italy, Corsica, France,
Algeria,
and
other
Mediterranean
countries.
The
promise
which
Malcolm
shows of rising to great heights is
due to his ability to stay on the level.
As he smokes a cigarette he presents
a picture of composure and serenity.
Another view of Malcolm White reveals a bright red tie and a spontaneous laugh.
He is an excellent conversationalist who can disagree without being disagreeable.
He limits his preferences to swimming,
travelling,
devil-ham
sandwiches, candied ginger, The New
Yorker, Corsica, and the French—
language and people, that is.
His
dislikes include pretentious people,
liver, sentimentality, winter sports,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson.
When asked for his current philosophy, Malcolm will casually state,
“Je m’en fiche,’ and slowly saunter
away.
R. D.

I am selling materials for Suits, Skirts, Sport Jackets and_ Trousers.
I have many samples which you are invited to examine NOW.
In this
way, if anyone is thinking of starting his or her SPRING and SUMMER
WARDROBES, it. will present the opportunity to SEE what I have in the
way of fabrics...I know you will be pleased—both in price and materials.

| have: 100% ‘Imported Virgin Wooi Hand-Woven Shetlands.
. 100% Virgin Wool Worsteds from Tallaron Fabrics and
_ Dunn Worsted and ‘Shepard Mills.
There are a great many..styles and ‘patterns: to choose from.
I feel
you can find in my. samples almost anything that you like.
For those of you who’do not have your own tailor I can refer you to
one of the ‘finest tailors in Boston.
By offering you this added service I
know. you will be pleased.’
A. tailored suit will give you more confidence.
If you are interested you can usually find me in school, or just drop
me a note.’ Until I hear from you then .
. Thanks for reading,
that

BOB

STEVENS

(Box

181)

Senores

come

The Kenton brass section, one of
the largest in the business, was very

three-

TO THOSE WHO APPRECIATE
PERFECTION IN CLOTHING

GIUSSEPPI

ma.

the concert was the performance of a
Prologue Suite in Four Movements
written and directed by arranger Pete
Rugolo.
As a combination of the
rhythms
found
among
the South
American natives with the melodies
and rhythms of our own country, this
selection was certainly impressionistic and definitely impressive. June
Christy presented seven unique interpretations of various numbers and
was received again with only polite
reactions.
Miss Christy has seemingly flopped but in the hearts of those
sincere about this progressive jazz
business she had scored a smashing
victory.
Building on foundations that are
purely original, Stan Kenton
has
fashioned a type of music that is
drastically different and remarkably

C

activities

WHITE

on

ish

surable with improper attire.

PLACE

concerts

and

over here

good.

Without

a doubt the public

will some day accept and demand
this music as a part of its native art
picture but, until that day Mr. Kenton must keep moving forward, step
by step, with his artistry in rhythm
. . with his progressive jazz.

VETERANS
(Continued

from

Page

2)

individual veteran must pay all transportation costs.
Veterans
Administration
recommends that the summer study be ta-

ken in an approved school in a foreign country served by an Attache of
Veterans Affairs assigned by the Department of State.
These countries
include
Great
Britain,
Mexico,
France, Switzerland, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and Belgium.
Veterans may obtain information
on foreign schools approved by VA
by writing their VA regional office
or the Director of Registration and
Research, Vocational Rehabilitation
and Education Service, Veterans Administration, Washington 25, D. C.

B. M.
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Italy.

will

wed

Between

the years

1894

and

1898 he attended the American International
College.
Mr.
Merlino
has served as an instructor of Romance Languages at many institutions.
One of his earliest positions
was with the University of Toronto.
He states that he spent four very
pleasant years there.
From Toronto
he moved to Simmons College. And
for twelve years he taught languages
at the Winsor and May Schools. Add
to that the two years that he has been
with us at Emerson, and the fact
that he is also teaching at the Boston Conservatory of Music, and you
see that Mr. Merlino has had a very
busy life.
When not tied up with translations and drill on vocabularies, Mr.
Merlino had time to raise a fine family.
His two daughters are grown
up and married while his son, as before mentioned, is a professor at
B. U.
It is interesting to note that
- during the war Mr. Merlino taught

soldiers at B. U.
He liked that job,
and he will beam widely when he
explains that his boss
who was head of the

was his son,
language de-

partment.
A very quiet man, Mr. Merlino
hesitates to talk about himself. You
recognize him as a fine old gentleman, and it becomes a pleasure to
talk and work with him.
He is happiest when he is actually working
with pupils.
Mr. Merlino is one of our most
respected’ faculty members, and you
should get to know him better. And
when you see him remember that he
may be short in height, but he is tall
and great in stature—indeed a wonderful gentleman.

Live

Broadcasts

Emerson College is hitting the air
waves, but good, as the addition of
new outside broadcasts begun recently have shown.
Besides the college
station, WECB, students now present
four separate programs on local stations, the most recent being an educational series which was first aired
over WCOP on March 15th at 10:45
p. m.
With the inauguration of
Daylight Saving Time, however, this
series was forced to discontinue due
to a lack of “time” on newly prepared schedules.
Continuing, however, are: Listen
and Learn, over WBZ on Tuesdays
at 9:15 a. m.; Emerson College Forum, over WMEX
on Saturdays at
7:30 p. m.; and finally every Friday
at 6:15 p. m., the Emerson Radio
Workshop over WXHR-FM.
Notices
were
recently
sent
all
Alumni members concerning these
programs and critical comments were
asked for.
They are to be sent to
Miss Anne MacDougall at the college address.

Revolutionary Changes
Under Consideration
RENO,

NEV.

(1.P.)——Changes

that could affect the organization of
every high school in the land are under consideration now by a national
nine-man committee of leadefs in the

education
F, W.

field,

Traner

according

to Dean |

of the School

cation at the University

of Edu-

of Nevada.

Purpose of the committee, known
as the Commission on Life Adjustment Education for Youth, is to advise the nation’s high schools in gearing courses to meet needs of the times,
‘Dean Traner stated, since surveys have
shown that too many young people
are receiving an obsolete education
at the present time.
The conventional high schoorto=~~
day is planned on the assumption
that all students will seek higher education upon graduation, and is, therefore, directed more to the entrance requirements of institutions of higher
education than to actual living conditions to be met by the students
who do not go to college.
Plans of the commission call for
guidance in such down-to-earth subjects as home and family life, job
hunting, budgeting, use of leisure
time, understanding the necessity and
dignity of all types of labor, civic responsibility, and training for democ-

racy.
CALENDAR

OF COMING

EVENTS

Today—2:30 and 8:15 P. M. Advanced Theater Group presents
Robert Browning's “Blot on the
*Scutcheon” in Theater
April 22 and 23—8:15 P. M. Freshman
Acting
Group
presents
three one-act plays in Theater

April 24—8:00-12:00 P. M. Sophomore Class Dance in Theater
27—11:00
A.
M.
Class
Meetings
April 29—11:00
A. M. _ Chapel.
Dean Walter Muelder speaker
May 4—11:00 A. M.
Convocation,
Miss Crowley in the Sixth of
the Southwick Artist's Recitals
Notice—Since Easter vacation, convocation has been and will be held
on Tuesday and Chapel on Thursday.

April
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if you

for a minute

like to introduce the gentleman who
teaches Spanish
at Emerson.
Mr.
Giusseppi Merlino came to Boston
when he was a boy of fourteen. Previously he had lived in Messena,
Italy.
And he contends that it took
at least four year for him to get accustomed to Boston.
Mr. Merlino comes from a family
of teachers.
His father was a teacher, and his son, Dr. Camillo P. Merlino, is Professor of Romance Languages at B. U.
He has always
liked languages, and if it is any consolation to you language students,
Mr. Merlino found English very difficult to grasp at first.
He received his early training in
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olai Gogol, which was shown on
April 13, 15, and
16; and Mrs.

MALCOLM

to present more

cut more records before he can convince the Back Bay audiences that he
is the exponent of a new type of music that may some day become an intricate part of the American panora-

Ar

Recent productions at Emerson
were The Inspector General, by Nic-

needs

er
s

8:15

Em

and

equested by tre Browning Society.
The play, a difficult one, is expected
to be ably interpreted by the students in the cast.
It will be done in
Arena style.
Future product’ons to be shown
at the Emerson College Theater incude
Brother Rat, Fraternity
endeavor;
In Missouri
by Augustus
Thomas, on May 11, 13, and 14;
Holiday by Philip Barry on June 2,
3, and 4.
Holiday, to be presented
during the final examination period,
will be the last production of the
season.
A slate of worthy productions are
being arranged for production during the Summer Session of Emerson
by the Drama Department.

be likened to

an atomic blast, Stan Kenton presented a concert of progressive jazz.
As if the crashing Kenton crescendos were not enough to jar the
old hall, the audience
filled not
only all the seats but overflowed onto
the stage and into the aisles.
All of
which should prove that this artistry
in rhythm is really catching on. But,
from the merely polite reaction of
the audience it seems to prove nothing.
Perhaps it is because Boston
critics are more severe than others
that the proper enthusiasm was not
shown or, perhaps it is because the
Boston people are still not ready for
this radically different type of music.
It would seem then, that Kenton still

Robert Browning, will be presented
in two performances today, April 20,
by the Advanced Theater Group. The
production, which will be shown at

a 2:30

that could
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